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Note:  Due to a change in suppliers, page quantity in wedding packages and parent book prices changed 

effective 5.01.08.  We reserve the right to change prices without notice.  However we will make every 

attempt to notify you in advance.  additional books or Parent books  purchased at time of  signing 

wedding agreement, will not change.    

Preserve your wedding experience in a beautiful, bookstore-quality book.  Professionally designed magazinemagazinemagazinemagazine----style style style style 
layouts and backgroundslayouts and backgroundslayouts and backgroundslayouts and backgrounds, and flexible font capability let us make a book that reflects you and your wedding.  

A A A A Custom Custom Custom Custom Hardcover withHardcover withHardcover withHardcover with, library binding, and your choice of stock, pearl or luster archive-quality paper make for 
great coffee-table presentation  

What is a Digital What is a Digital What is a Digital What is a Digital Photo Book?Photo Book?Photo Book?Photo Book?    

This article's purpose is to help dispel some confusion regarding the newest product to hit the photo album industry 
since the advent of photography, the Custom Digital Photo Book. A few points may apply to photographers, but well 
worth a consumer's reading. Have you ever wondered what it might be like to be featured in a glamour magazine, 
and be the subject of those beautifully artistic photos that leap out at you while you’re reading? When we refer to 
“Magazine Style Photo Books” we are not referring to the construction of the book, but how the layout of the book is 
actually designed – with elegance and glamour in mind. The only way to obtain this uniquely creative look is to 
use a custom digital professional photo book publisher. 

The old days of having your photographer help you choose selected lab prints and place them artfully in an album 
is passe'. It’s time to wake up and smell the “coffee” -- coffee table photo books, that is. With the advent of digital 
technology, many photographers are shooting with high-end digital cameras, or having their best negatives 
scanned into high resolution digital images for inclusion into a digital photo album, which is then “printed” and 
professionally bound into a book. 

Remember: Your digital photo book is a reflection of you. 

It will emphasize who YOU are and give YOU the glory.  
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HARD COVER COFFEE TABLE BOOKS 

 

   Square.... 

5x5 square hardcover  books, with approx. 40 pages can be purchased for $150.00,  8x8 square-$170.00,  10X10 
square-$190.00 

5x5 square hardcover  books, with approx. 30 pages can be purchased for $140.00.  8x8 square-$$160.00, 10x10 
square-$180.00  

5x5 square hardcover  books, with approx. 20 pages can be purchased for $130.00,  8x8 square-$150.00,  10x10 
square-$170.00  

Additional pages can be added over 40 pages (up to 100 pages total) for an additional $5.99 per 2 page spread 

    

The following size comes Horizontal only.... 

12.5x10 with 40 pages-$270.00, with 30 pages $250.00, with 20 pages $230.00 

Additional pages can be added over 40 pages (up to 100 pages total) for an additional $7.50 per 2 page spread 

 



About the BooksAbout the BooksAbout the BooksAbout the Books: 

 

Craftsmanship--Books are manufactured in New York State -- a rare thing in these days of outsourcing and downsizing 
and is 100% USA made. Each book is hand crafted and hand-inspected for quality. No book leaves the shop unless it's 
perfect. 

 

Printing--We're serious about making your 
photos look their very best. The state-of-the-art digital 4-color printing process ensures the books will impress even the most 
discriminating people. 

Paper--It's the same archival quality you'll 
find in boutique art and photography books costing hundreds of dollars. We're also fans of premium end-sheets and vellum 
fly sheets -- small touches you'll definitely notice. Vellum fly sheets are included in our top three packages. 



Binding-- Just like hardcover books in 
bookstores, album books are a professional-quality, custom hardcover book-binding process. Our materials are chosen for 
durability and longevity. 
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